1. Tsitsikamma Big Tree
This famous visitor attraction is found just west of the Paul Sauer Bridge.

2. Rugbos Picnic Site
This grassy picnic site east of the Bloukrans Pass is the ideal spot to have a braai or picnic.

3. Paul Sauer Bridge Picnic Site
This Site opposite Total Village is the ideal spot to have a rest, picnic or braai after a long trip.

4. Goesa Walk
Starts at the Forest Station at Storms River Village. This is a very easy, 2 km walk through indigenous forest.

5. Rugbos Walk
Starts at the Rugbos Picnic Site or the Bloukrans Forest Village Craft Market. Three different circular loops of 1.3 km, 1.4 km, or 3.1 km are offered.

6. Plaatbos Walk
Starts at the Paul Sauer Bridge Picnic Site or at the Forest Station at Storms River Village. Various options from 800m - 12 km, circular or linear are offered.

7. Stinkhoutkloof Walk
Starts and end at the Bloukrans Forest Station. The walk covers a distance of 8.4 km and traverse through indigenous forest and Pine plantations.

8. Ratel Walk
Start at the Tsitsikamma Big Tree. Two circular walks, 2.4 km and 4.2 km are offered. Both walks passes through indigenous forest.

9. Walk to Ou Brug Picnic Site
Starts and end at the Forest Station at Storms River Village. Walk about 5 km down a gravel road called the Ou Pas to the picnic site on the banks of the Storms River, called the Ou Brug. Braai facilities are available. On a hot day you can have a swim in the river.

10. Storms River Cycle Route
Start at Storms River Village - the police station. The circular route of 22 km can be completed in three to four hours. You will traverse through indigenous forest, Pine plantations and fynbos.

11. Storms River Tubing
The river offers an exciting but physically demanding adventure experience. The trip will take 4 - 6 hours and bookings are essential.

Forestry offers the visitor a wide range of outdoor activities. This leaflet highlights only those in the Tsitsikamma State Forest. For more detail information on recreation facilities in other State Forests in the southern Cape and Tsitsikamma you are welcome to visit our Forest Station at Storms River Village or our Regional Office, Demar Centre, Main Street, Knysna.
ACCESS TO THE FACILITIES IS BY MEANS OF SELF-ISSUE PERMITS AT VARIOUS UNMANNED ACCESS POINTS. CERTAIN ACCESS POINTS ARE MANNED AND ENTRY FEES WILL BE LEVIED